Charlotte Brontë, Trailblazer
April 21 is the birthday of Charlotte Brontë (1816-1855), the English novelist and
poet best known as the author of Jane Eyre. Along with her sisters, Anne (The
Tenant of Wildfell Hall) and Emily (Wuthering Heights), she was a literary
trailblazer whose iconic stories and (for the time) daring social commentary made
her a polarizing figure in her lifetime and an inspiration to subsequent generations.
The oldest surviving child of an Anglo-Irish clergyman and his Cornish wife (who
died when Charlotte was five), Charlotte was determined to earn her keep from
her writing, despite daunting literary rejection and intense societal pressure to turn
to more "womanly" pursuits. (To get around such prejudice, she used the
pseudonym Currer Bell; Jane Eyre had been in print for a year before the
publisher discovered that its runaway best-seller had been written by a woman).
Through the mysterious alchemy of literary genius, all three Brontë sisters
transformed childhood tragedy, unhappy boarding-school experiences, and keen
observances of the people and harsh landscape of their native Yorkshire, into
masterworks whose universal themes of belonging vs. independence, love vs.
hate, and forgiveness vs. revenge still resonate today. Jane Eyre and Wuthering
Heights remain perennial best-sellers in their own right; and the sisters' works and
lives continue to inspire adaptations and retellings, both fictional and nonfictional, in
both books and film. Charlotte, the oldest among them, only lived to age 38, and
died childless; but through their life's work and literary "offspring," she and her
sisters have achieved immortality.
Here are a few Brontë-related titles from Perma-Bound.
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These new series from Checkerboard Square feature in-depth content with a
cross-curricular approach targeting grades 3-6.
Animal Rights: Introduces readers to topics such as treatment of farm animals,
lab experimentation, and entertainment, as well as the effects these practices
have on animal habitats and species.
Cool Makerspace Gadgets & Gizmos: With easy-to-follow instructions, how-to
photos, and tips and tricks about working in a makerspace, young makers will be
creating in no time!
Female Foodies: Easy-to-read text details the history of the innovator's brand or
business and its contribution to the food industry, with visual support from full-color
and historic photographs.
History's Hotshots: Introduces readers to history's most famous warriors and
rebels! Each book examines the strategies, tools, techniques, and training used by
a specific group, as well as the environment and culture of the era it dominated.
STEM Superstar Women: Readers will meet some of history's most influential
female scientists, inventors, and mathematicians in this appealing series!

